
















【Abstract】In Japan we have come into the age of universal-access to the university, where the major-
ity of the population goes on to the higher education.  With this trend, more diverse students study in
the campus of universities.  If we aim to foster “citizens in the 21 century” in the university, we must
build a new education model while abandoning the old framework of professional elite training.   Such
“experiments” have already been tried in several universities.  In order to enrich the ability of the grad-
uate students in the “marginal” universities, which send a core significant population into the society,
we must raise their “kyosei” power, which elevates the performance of the whole society.  It is proba-
bly important to set up an environment where students are readily inclined to get into touch with het-
erogenous others and the heterogenous others are more easily involved into the activities of the stu-
dents.  The author argues an aspect of the future desirable university, giving mention to some example





































































（1975-86）、再拡大期 I（1986-2000）、再拡大期 II（2000-2012）の 5つの期間に区分する提案
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































著は Gibbons M, Limoges C, Nowotny H, Schwartman S, Scott P, Trow M (1994) The New Production of
Knowledge: The Dynamics of Science and Research in Contemporary Societies.）
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